
Poe, Edgar Allan. “The Tell-Tale Heart” in Complete Stories and Poems 

(Fiction Poe) 

A man is driven crazy by his employer's eye, compelling the man to murder. 

After hiding the body in the floorboards, the murderer continues to hear the 

beating of the dead man’s heart. One of Poe’s many heart-pounding stories! 

 

Shelley, Mary. Frankenstein (Fiction Shelley) 

A monster assembled by a scientist from parts of dead bodies develops a mind 

of his own as he learns to loathe himself and hate his creator. 

 

Stevenson, Robert Louis. The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde 

(Fiction Stevenson) 

A humane scientist attempts to explore the most loathsome forces of evil behind 

the doors of his London laboratory. 

 

Stoker, Bram. Dracula (Fiction Stoker) 

Having discovered the double identity of the wealthy Transylvanian nobleman, 

Count Dracula, a small group of people vow to rid the world of the evil vam-

pire. 

 

Walpole, Horace. The Castle of Otranto (http://www.gutenberg.org/

ebooks/696) 

Conrad, heir to Otranto, is mysteriously ill. To keep the family dynasty intact, 

Conrad’s father plans to take his son’s place at the wedding altar—that is, until 

supernatural forces get in the way.  

 

Wells, H. G. The Invisible Man (Fiction Wells) 

A stranger covered in bandages comes to the small English town of Iping. He 

has discovered the secret of making himself invisible, but soon finds this power 

makes his life much harder. After committing a murder, he becomes the victim 

of a manhunt.  

Many of these titles are also available from Overdrive as ebooks.  

Source: Spratford, Becky Siegel. The Readers’ Advisory Guide to Horror, 
2nd Edition. Chicago: American Library Association. 2012. Pages 49-55. 

Annotations courtesy of NoveList and Spratford.  
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Blatty, William Peter. The Exorcist (Fiction Blatty) 

A Jesuit priest, unable to find plausible explanations for an eleven-year-old's 

strange behavior, begins to suspect demonic possession. 

 

Bradbury, Ray. Something Wicked This Way Comes (Teen Fiction Brad-

bury) 

Story of two young boys who begin to encounter evil secrets when a light-

ning rod salesman gives them one of his contraptions covered with mystical 

symbols. 

 

Bronte, Emily. Wuthering Heights (Fiction Bronte) 

Against a background of English moors in the 18th century, the lives of two 

families become intertwined through marriage, passion, and the dominating 

force of a man called Heathcliff. 

 

Doyle, Arthur Conan. Tales of Terror and Mystery (http://

www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/537) 

Thirteen stories by the famous creator of Sherlock Holmes move from factu-

al beginnings to climaxes of fear, puzzlement, and, sometimes, horror. 

 

Du Maurier, Daphne. Rebecca (Fiction du Maurier) 

A classic novel of romantic suspense finds the second Mrs. Maxim de Win-

ter entering the home of her mysterious and enigmatic new husband and 

learning the story of the house's first mistress, to whom the sinister house-

keeper is unnaturally devoted. 

 

Hawthorne, Nathaniel. The House of the Seven Gables (Fiction Haw-

thorne) 

The Pyncheon’s may be one of the most distinguished families in town, but 

they are also held victim to a centuries-old curse.  

 

Irving, Washington. The Legend of Sleepy Hollow (J Fiction Irving) 

A superstitious schoolmaster, in love with a wealthy farmer's daughter, has a 

terrifying encounter with a headless horseman. 

 
Jackson, Shirley. The Haunting of Hill House (Teen Fiction Jackson) 

Four seekers have come to the ugly, abandoned old mansion. At first, their 

stay seems destined to be merely a spooky encounter with inexplicable noises 

and self-closing doors, but Hill House is gathering its powers and will soon 

choose one of them to make its own. 

 

James, Henry. The Turn of the Screw (Fiction James) 

The story unfolds with the arrival of a new governess at a remote country 

estate. She has been hired by the uncle of two young orphans to take complete 

charge of the children's lives and upbringing. Her first peaceful weeks are 

disturbed by the apparition of the ghosts of two evil servants who once served 

in the house. 

 

James, M. R. Casting the Runes and Other Ghost Stories 

(http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/9629) 

James, a British linguist and biblical scholar, is best known now for his super-

natural stories, regarded by many as being among the best ever written. His 

tales are worth reading not only for their ability to get under your skin but 

also because James's work has influenced later writers in the genre. 

 

Le Fanu, Joseph Sheridan. Carmilla (http://www.gutenberg.org/

ebooks/10007) 

Predating Dracula by 25 years, Carmilla is a Gothic story about the relation-

ship between a female vampire, Carmilla, and her innocent friend, Laura. 

 

Levin, Ira. Rosemary’s Baby (Fiction Levin) 

Witchcraft and terror await Rosemary and Guy Woodhouse when they move 

into the ominous Bramford apartment building. 

 

Lovecraft, H. P. The Dunwitch Horror and Others (http://gutenberg.net.au/

ebooks06/0600031h.html) 

A starting point to Lovecraft’s many stories of supernatural fiction featuring 

monsters, possibly from another planet, wreaking havoc on the human world.  

 

March, William. The Bad Seed (Fiction March) 

A seemingly normal and attractive young girl, Rhoda Penmark uses her 

strange powers and talent for evil to force others to give her what she wants. 
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